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Flux ropes form basic building blocks for magnetic dynamics, are analogues of macroscopic

magnetic field lines, and are irreducibly three dimensional (3D). We have used the Reconnection

Scaling Experiment (RSX) [1] to study flux ropes, and have found many new features involving

3D dynamics, kink instability driven reconnection, non linearly stable but kinking flux ropes,

large flows, and shear flow induced magnetic fields. For example the onset threshold for external

kink instability depends upon boundary conditions that can be adjusted [2] between line tied and

free. These two boundary conditions correspond for example to CME eruption flux ropes that

are anchored (“line tied”) at one end to solar coronal holes while the other end remains “free” to

drift as magnetic clouds in the solar system. Plasma flow along the flux ropes doppler shifts the

real part of the kink frequency away from zero and also affects the growth rate. The dynamics

of two flux ropes form a fairly simple 3D system that allowed the first identification of [3]

how a plasma instability (in this case the kink) initiated magnetic reconnection. The subsequent

saturation or stagnation corresponded to a dynamic balance between magnetic J×B forces,

plasma pressure gradients, and flux rope inertia in the mass flows. When there is significant

guide magnetic field, flux ropes bounce off each other much of the time instead of merging

and reconnecting [4]. As we assemble large 3D experimental data sets for density, temperature,

pressure, magnetic field, and current density we observe local violations of MHD, and strongly

sheared flow and fields. We show data where magnetic field is generated from sheared electron

fluid flow. Movies from 3D experimental data show that MHD forces fail to balance J×B−

∇Pe 6= 0 at the 30% level, and we evaluate some candidates for the missing physics.
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